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Introduction
The chemisLry of systems co nLnjnin g boron oxide and t he structures of glassy and crystallin e inorga nic bor ates are of considerable in te rest in t hi s la bor atory . In such work it is evident t hat t he inform ation available from infrared spectroscopy s hould b e of considerable value. Such spectra are easily and rapidly obtain ed on very small quantities of material and contain direct informatio n on t he n ature of t he borate anion, t he coordination of t he boron, the strength of t he B-O bond s, etc. Althou g h t his information is implicit in t he absorption spectrum, an explicit deril'ation of t he desired data requires a thoroug h understandin g or t he spectrum which is rarely available [or a ny crysLallin e solid. This work: is designed to adl'a nce t lte understaudin g of the spectra of t ile cryst~Lllin e a nh ydrous borates by recordin g a nd correlatin g t he spectrum with the structure o[ t he crystal wh ere this is known. Most structures ar e unknown so t hat t he data ob tained must be interpreted by co mparisons, wherever possible, wit h specLra of crysttlls whose structure is known.
In addition to t he gener al inter est in borates, there is a specific interest here in crystals containing planar trigon al ions. Pre vious studies on t h e infrared spectra of carbonates, nitrates, a nd borates [57] 1 showed m any close similarities, but demonstr ated a striking difference in the spectra of t h e borates and t he carbonate ha l'in g t he I'aterite str ucture, The reason for t he difference was left unresoll'ed . Numerous absorption bands were found in low temp erat ure spectra [48] oJ sin gle crystals of carbonaLes and nitrates. These wer e attributed to co mbinations of fundamentals t1.l1d lattice m odes. The prese nt survey was consider ed to be a prelimin ar y requirement to a proposed study of crystals of the borates at low temperatures.
PrelT ious work on the specLra of t he b orates will not be relriewed in detail her e because th e majority of such work co nsists of reports on only one or two 1 Figures in brac kets indicate tbe literature references at the end of t :1is pa per. m aterials. Such references will be discussed in co nn ection wit h specifi c spectra. The ouly com.preh ensil'e stud y of t he infrared spectr a of an hydrous borates appears to be th e recent work of Hart and S mallwood [18] . They st udied a large number of borates, but Lh e freq uency range used did n ot extend to sufficiently low frequencies to obsen 'e all t he fund am ental vibrations of interest her e. H ar t and Smallwood co ncluded t hat assignment and interpretaLion of t he more complex spectra was r at her difficul t. Th ey did not examin e selT eral borates for which detailed crystal structures have bee n r eported recently.
In t his repor t, data axe tabulated for infrared absorption bands of a number of inorganic borates. In m.any instances isotopic substitution was employed to assist in t he interpretation of t he spectra, The data are interpreted in terms of t he structure of the anion wherever t his is possible.
Experimental Method
Infrared spectra were obtained with a doubleb eam du al-grating spectrometer co\'ering the range 2000 cm -1 to 200 cm-J , Higher frequencies were not elnployed because it was known [18] t hat fundamentals and mo st strong overtones and combination bands did not fall above 2000 cm-J in the crystalline compounds. Dry air was circulated through the spectrometer to eliminate interference from atmospheric moisture in the 400 cm-1 region. Although the range of the spectrometer extended to 200 cm -I a practica,llimit of 300 cm -J n,ppea red to be i mposed by the available energy, Spectra were ob tained und er two condit iolls, first as a suspension in light petroleum oil , and second as a film produced by evapO'nLLioll of n, COL suspension .
Bot h KBr and esBr windows were used with a similar window being placed in th e reference beam in all experiments. ylull spectra were used principally in the llOO cm -1 to 300 cm -I region while film spectr a were found useful in the region abo ve 1000 cm-I where some in terference by absorption in the miner al oil occurred. In the case of film spectra i t was fre-"quently found useful to expand the absorption peaks along the intensity axis, a similar expansion for the suspension was not possible because of the undesirable magnification of weak absorp tion bands in the oil. In the region where the two spectra overlapped the positions of absorption bands frequently showed discrepancies of at most 2 cm-1 • Under these circumstances the mull spectra were assumed to be correct and a linear correction applied to the absOTption bands of the film spectra. The correction is pro bably not linear if it arises from solubility effects in the alkali halide. However, the corrections are quite small and are not expected to affect the tabulated data appreciably.
. Preparation of Eorates
Borates were prepared usin g orthoboric acid and the metal carbonate 01' the metal oxide if the carbonate was unavailable. To reduce the loss of boric acid on ignition most r eactions were initiated in aqueous suspensions. The residue on evaporation was subjected to several cycles of heating and grinding until renction was judged to be complete. For most materials the maximum temperature employed was below the solidus temperature reported in the corresponding phase diagram. However, in the preparation of the alkali borates which crystalli7,ed as hydrates from solution, those specimens which melted congruently were melted prior to use. The resulting glasses were crystallized at temperatures below the melting points. The alkali borates that melted incongruently were dehydrated for 24 hI' at temperatures 10-20 deg C below the reported incongruent melting points.
For isotope enrichment studies, specimens were prepared using H 3Bl103 (9S.3% Bll) and H 3B lO 0 3 (96.5% BlO) which were obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Su ch pairs of specimens were synthesized in a limited number of cases, usually one for each major structure type expected except in the all;::aline earth borates where more were prepared.
Powder x-ray diffraction patterns were obtnined on all preparations. The diffraction patterns were checked against reported results where these were available. In many instances powder diffraction data were not available but the x-ray data served to check for contamination by m.etal oxide or related borates. In many instan ces the purity of the preparation was checked by means of a polarizing microscope.
In describing the composition of the borates prepared, the following system will be used here and to some extent throughout the pnper: The molar ratios will be given with the metal oxide first and the borate as B 20 3 last. Thus a 4 :1 compound will contain 4 moles of metal oxide and 1 mole of boric oxide. Using this convention the following boml,es were prepared: 1. Lithium borates 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, and 1:5 were prepared usin g the data of Ma7,zetti and Carli [3S] as modified by Sastry and Hummel [46] . The recent data of Rollet and Bouaziz [45] which'f show additional 3:1 and 3:2 compounds could not be verified. 2 . Sodiumborates2:1, 1:1, 1: 2, 1:3,andl:4were synthesiz ed in accordance with the phase diagram given by Morey and Merwin [40] . It should be noted that these authors report it 2: 1 compound although it is not sh own on the phase diagram. 3 . Potassium bomtes 1: 1, 1 :2, 1 :3, 1 :4, and 1:5 were prepared using the data of Rollet [44] . 4 . Calciwn borates 3:1 , 2:1 , 1:1, a nd 1:2 were prepared in accordance with the diagram given by Carlson [9] . 5 . Strontium borates 3 :1 , 2 :1,1:1, and 1:2 were prepared. A phase diagram for the system does not appear to be available to date al tho ugh Hart and Smallwood [IS] apparently hnve phnse equilibrium data. The 1:4 compound corr espo nding to a known barium borate does not appear to exist. 6 . Barium borates 3 : 1,1:1 , 1 :2, and 1:4 were prepared in accordance with the results of Levin and McMurdie [34] . 7 . 11agnesium borates 3 : 1, 2 : 1, and 1: 1 were prepared using the diagram reported by Davis nnd Knight [10] .
It should be noted t hat there is some confusion concerning the 1: 1 compound which, accordin g to Davis and Knight, decomposes nt temperatures above 9S8 °C into Bz0 3 nnd the 2: 1 compound . The powder diffraction pnttern in the ASTM file is incorrectly labeled , a point which hns been discussed in detail by Block, Burley, Perloff, and Mason [6] . AI: 1 mixture heated at 900°C forms a product which yields a very complex powder diffraction pattern. It cannot be safely concluded that this pattern is free from the 2: 1 borate. However, microscopic examination sho wed that the 1 : 1 compound prepared in this manner was a single phase differing from the 2: 1 compo und .
S. Cadmium borates 3 :1 , 2: 1, and 1:2 were prepared. The phase diagram given by Subbarao and Hummel [53] reported 3: 2 and 2: 3 compounds but no 1:2 compound . The existence of the 3: 2 compound was questioned by Hart and Smallwood [IS] on the basis of x-ray nnd infrared data and later by Hand and Krogh-Moe [16] . Resul ts here confirm the absence of the 3:2 compound. Hand and Krogh-Moe [16] have shown that the 2:3 compound is in fact a 1: 2 compound . 9 . Zinc borates 5:2, 4:3, and 1:2 were prepared. The original work of Ingerson , :NIorey, and Tuttle on the ZnO-B20 3 system [22] reported the existence of 5 :2 and 1: 1 compounds. Harrison and Hummel [17] later confinned these findings and reported polymorphic forms of both compound s. However, Smith, Garcia-Blanco, and Rivoir [50, 51] showed from single crystal diffraction studies that the 1 : 1 compound of empirical formula Zn(B02)2 had the structural formula Zn40 (BOZ) 6 and was therefore a 4 : 3 compound. Recently Bauer [2] , who appeared to be unaware of the previous reports of Smith et al. [50, 51] , concluded that the compounds existing in the system were 3 :1 (rather than 5 :2), 1:1 , and 1:2 .
Data obtained here by x-ray diffraction a nd infrared absorption co nfirm th e ex is ten c.e of the 1:2 comyound reported by Bauer [2] but are 1Il ag reeme nL WIth the 5:2 ratio rather than the 3 : 1 value. 10 11. Rare earth borates hftving the ratios 3 : 1, 1 :.1 , and 1 :3 were prepared. Levin , Roth , and Martll1
[31] have reported on the 1: 1 compounds and the 3 : 1, 1: 1, and 1: 3 compounds in the La203-B20 3 system were described by Levin , Robbins, a~d Warino' [33] . Further work on the system by LeVlll and MbcDaniel [35] shows the existence of some compounds havi ng nominal ratios of 3 : 1 and 1: 3 for many of the other rare earths. Although t~e exact compositions and properties are not establIshed to date, the materials were prepared for study. 12 14. Several borates previously reported could not be prepared , in particular, ferrous and manganous borates [6] . Oxidation proceeding in the normal preparation techniques was probably responsible for the failure to obtain these borates. An infini te chain of B0 3 tria ngles cOll ll ected at one romer was s bown to be present in CaO·B Z0 3 by ZttC hari,lse n [ 36 58, 59 ] a nd in a-Li zO·B 20 3 [21] .
Anion Structure and Vibrational Analysis
The bOJ"oxol {'ing, a six-membered ring fonned by 3B03 groups, contain s alternate bOl"01~ and oxygen ntoms and 3 oxygen atoms out of the rmg, each connected to one of the boron atoms. Thi s unit occurs in ICO·B20 3 [6 0] and N/120·BZ0 3 [12, 37] . The rin gs a re i~terconnected by means of the external oxygen atoms.
Two six-membered rings similar to the boroxol ring are coupled by m ean s of a tetrahedral b<;>ron atol!! common to both rings to form the B50 s amon. Th1s ion is found in K zO'5B20 3 and RbzO·5B20 3 [2 7 ]. Individual B50 S units are inter connected by the external oxygen atoms.
A six-membered ring contamll1g 2 triangular ~nd 1 tetmhedral boron is kno\vn in Cs20· 3B20 3 . 1 hIS unit is connected to similar units through the off-ring oxygen atoms [29].
. . . .
_ ?
The basic structural umt m L lzO·2B20 3 IS a B'07-group consisting of 2BO, tetrahedra a1}d 2B03 ~ri angles. The ftniol1 is an 8-memberecl l"ln.g III wh1ch the opposite tetmhedral BO. groups prOVIde an ?xygen bridge. Similar units are interconnected to form a 3 dimensional network [28] .
The structure of BaO·2B20 3 has been reported to consist of a network containing rings similar Lo those found in CszO·3B20 3 and K 20·5B 20 3. The two sets of rings n,re connected by m e~m s of the off-r in g oxygen atoms and fOITn a 3 dimen sional network [7] . . ' Lehmann and Teiss [30] have observed two add1-tional form s of Li 20·B20 3 one of which denoted as the f3 form has n, structure similar to t hat of cristobalite, t he other denoted as t he 'Y form appears to be similar to t he cubic form of HBO z. Finally , t he compound 4ZnQ· 3B20 3 contains only tetrahedral boron atoms. The tetrahedra are coupled at certain corners to form a complex 3 dimensionnJ array [50, 51] .
The compounds TaBO, [61] and BPO. and BAsO.
[49] also contain only tetrahedral boron atoms. In the latter two compounds the borate tetrahedra share corners with PO. and AsO, tetrahedra, respectively, so that each oxygen atom is part of two different tetrahedra. The empirical formulas of these two compounds could b 3 written B02P02 and B02AsOz. TaBO . is isostructural with zircon [61] and contains discrete BO. tetrahedra.
Vibrational Analysis
Both the planar triangle and the tetrahedral unit have been discussed in detail many times and only the results will be indicated here [19] . For an isolated, planar, trigonal B03 group of D 3h symmetry there are four fundamen tal modes of vibration ; vI-the symmetrical stretch, v2-the out-of-plane bend , va-the antisymmetric stretch, and v,-the in-plane bend. Both V3 and v, are doubly degenerate and VI is ordinarily inactive in the infrared. In a given crystalline environment VI may become acti I'e and the degeneracies may be remo\-ed from V3 and V4' The nominal positions expected are vl -950 cm -I, v2-750 cm-I , v3- 12.50 cm-1, and V4-600 cm-I [57] with the exact positions yarying somewhat with the crystal field . An isolated tetrahedral anion of symmetry Tel should also exhibit 4 fundamentals , a normally inactilre symmetric stretch-VI, an inacti\~e doubly degenerate mode-v2 which in \'oh 'es bond bending, a strongly active triply degenerate stretching mode-v3' and another actilT e bending mode-v4 which is also triply degenerate. In a given crystal VI and V 2 may become active and the degeneracies may be removed from V2, V3 , and V4 ' The expected locations o[ the bands can be inferred from data obtained on similar tetrahedral anions [19] . It is anLicipated that V 3 should occur near 1000 cm-1 , VI below 950 cm-1 , V4 near 600 cm-1 and V2 below 600 cm- 1 . From isotope substitution in the trigonal ion it is expected that VI will be unchanged, V2BIO / V2BII "" 1.04 and V3BJOvlI O/ V3BIIV,BII "" l. 04 . For tlte tetrahedral anion VI and V2 will be unchanged and V3B10vlI O/ V3BIIV411B "" l. 04 . In the more complex anions it is possible that yibrations deril'ed from those for the simple triangular or tetrahedral units might be detected. These vibrations would be shifted in freq uen cy by the co,~alent bonding of the simple units into the complex ftnion structure but the isotopic frequency shift should sen -e to give some indication of tbe n ature of the vibrations. As will be shown later, this type of identificfttion which has been refened to as group frequency anftlysis in co nnection with spectra of organic materials, may ha\-e some justification.
In the pyroborate ion all B -O bonds are not equivalent, as shown by Block et a1. [6] in 2NIgO·B~03' and there is no symmetry. The ion is therefore in point group CI , all vibrations are of species A and al l are infl'ftred acti,'e. There are 15 normal modes of yibration a nd some idea of t he nature of these modes nlfty be obtained as follows:
Twel ve Ilormal modes would be expected from From these assignments it appears that not more than 6 fundamentals should be observed for this unit in these experiments, with, VI2 below the range studied here.
The other known metaborate structure consists of infinite chains of trigonal borate groups connected through two oxygen atoms. There is no symmetry and all vibrations will be infrared active in species A. The unit cell contains two chains, each of empirical formula (B02k The spectrum, therefore, should resemble that of the PYl'oborate group, as the structUTal units consist of two coupled pyroborate groups. 1\I101'e bands can be expected because of the larger number of normal modes but the frequencies and isotope dependence should resemble similar data on the p:rroborates.
The complex ring systems reported in K 2 0 .5B 20 3, Cs20 ·3B20 3, Li20·2B20 3, and BaO·2B20 3 have no symmetry elements. Therefore, all modes are active and a very complex: spectrum is to be expected. No detailed interpretation 01' these spectra are to be expected unless group frequency analysis should prove useful.
The zinc metftborate str ucture is very complex and complete analysis is not anticipated. From the x-ray structure analysis [5 0, 51] , in a giyen tetrahedron one oxygen is co nn ected to a zinc atom while the other 3 atoms are shared by 3 differe1lt tetrahedra. Although t he struct ural ftllftlysis indicates all B-O bonc~s to be simihtr, this appears to be 11l0st unlikely and It seems more reasonable to conside r t he oxyo'en coupled to t ile zinc to be unique. Ullder t l~se circumstances it is ~seful to co nsider t he symm etry ol the tetrahedral umt to appro ximltte C". rat her t hllJl 'I'd' In this approximation til e b llsic ullit ca n b e visualized as co ntaining a centraJ atom bond ed to two .different kinds of atoms, one the oxygen bound ~o zmc, and the othe;, the thr ee oxygens co nn ected mto the net work. 1he latter t hree atoms can b e visualized as haying large effective masses conl'errecl b y the coupling in to the other tetl'ahednt. On the basis of t hese ass umptions the spectrum would be expected to bear so me resemblan ce to that of an XYZ3 type molecule with allowances for network perturbation ef\·ects. As will be shown later this viewpoint permits a reaso nable interpretation of t he observed data.
Presentation of Data
The followin g system is adopLed fo r prese n ti ll g t he data:
Observed abso rpLion b llnds Me tab ulated for each material studied wit h t he J'ollowillO' abbreviaLion s used to d enote t he clHLrlwler or the b~nds '
:T-very. it l~ understood t hat .tlle b~t ncl s may vary 111 character wlth .the m ethod 01 obtalllln g t he spectrum, conce ntratlO l1 , etc., so thltt the descript ion s apply only t.o t he ba nd s obsen 'ed here. Tb e existence or t he bands listed is considered to be well established because all spectra were 0 b taillecl at least in du plicate by t wo difl'er ent m et hods. Doubtful bands are indicated with a qu estion mal'le Represe nt 'Lti \'e s pectra ar e gi ven for so me but not all materials studied wit ll fr equ encies in wave numbers indicated for the vltriou s bands. Two or ])1 ore spectra are giyen in eac:h figure wit ll t he spectra dlsplac~d vertlCnlly to ehnllnate overlapping. The transmlttance aXIS, t herefore, cannot be subdivided quantitati vely but all spectra are refened to the same intensity scale a nd are directly comparable . Spectra shown are in most instances comp osite tracings of mull spectra below 1000 CI11 -1 and film spectra above 1000 cm -I . 1n some instan ces film spectra are shown throughout t he range used .
. Borates are classified. with respect to t ype of anion WIth all borates. of ~ gIveI.1 type discussed together. Such a separatlOn IS deSIrable because spectra of compounds containing similar anions are expected to ~e comparable. Although the m ajor separation is 111 terms of the empirical formula of the anion subdivision in terms of actual structure is made ~here t he structure is known. 6 . Results and Discussion 6 Clll -I -1000 Clll-I r egion fll'C o f un ce l'tltin orio'ill.
Sevcml of t hese bflncls obser ved in th e 1l 0 1'~hl.l stron t ium bomte are eliminated in the BIO fwd BI I co mpoynd s so that they may arise from co uplin g of v Lbmtl?ns between t l'i gonfll ions cO llhtinin g difI'ercn t bOl'on Isotopes. Such effects hit ve boe ll d isclI sscc/ by D ecius [11] . In flddition it is not clear fl'Om the spe.ctrum or the experim en ts O il isotope su bst it utio ll whJCh band cOl'l'espond s to VI. F rom co mp ariso ll s With the carbon at.es Imd llitmtes nnd from other data to be given 1<ttel' it is concluded thn.t t he wefl k bftnd nen!' 1000 cm -I in these spectra, con csponds to VI . The bflnd s neal' 900 cm -1 ar e tflkell to l'e presoll t combinations of lower frequency modes wi t h v, or V2 or overtones of a lower frequ en cy mod e. Th e alternate hy,pothesis .that two dissim ilar B03 3 groups are present 11: the umt cell flnd give ri se to two d ifl'el'-en t symm etn c stretching modes is unten i1ble in these compound s. The structure of 3MgO.B20 3 an d 3CoO.B20 3 by . Burger [35] shows that all B 0 3 3 group s are eqmvalent. H owever the B-O bonds are not identical and ther~ is no t~'igollal symm etry .
All modes should be actIve and nond egenerate as shown by the spectra of the isostl' uctural J1HIP nesium cobalt, nickel, and cadmium compound s. b . ,
In table 1 th~ cla~a for 3B aO · B20 3 flre inco mplete. BaC03 contammat lOn produced such strono' interfm'ences that the borate bflnds co uld not be locflted with cer~ainty,. The known carbonate b a nds [57] ar:e not h stedll1 table 1. The ta.ble lists on ly limits 01 the broad, str ong V 3 b and. From figure 1 it is clear that t he bread t h or t his band arises in part from overlapping of b ands arising from the two boron isotopes. An addition.al source of strength is probably due to resonance WIth overtones of V4 which fall in this region.
The compounds 3MgO· B20 3, 3NiO· B20 3, 3CoO . B20 3, and 3CdO· B20 3 are isostructural with ortho-400 FIGURE 1. Absol'pt' ion s pectm oj strontium orthoborates. 
0.97 I All specimens of 3BaOB,03 were co ntaminated with BaC03. The known a bsorption bands for BaC03 a ro not tab ul ated here. , The stronger of the two ba nds is d enoted by the superscript. . From tables 3 and 1 it will be noted that as the unit cell dimensions decrease, the absorption frequencies generally shift to higher frequencies. This behavior parallels that found previou ly in isostructural carbonates and nitrates where it was attributed to the effect of anion repulsion in th e closer packed structures [57] . For these compounds the behavior 01 the two components ot 114 is 01 interest.
It will be noted from table 1 that the higher frequency component of 114 is stronger in contrast to 3SrO· B20 and 3CaO· B20 (figs 1 and 2) in which the lower frequency component of 114 is stronger. The amount of splitting between the components of V4 appears to be least in the nickel compound and increases as the unit cell gets larger. In view or th e reversal of intensities in the strontium; calcium, and barium orthoborates it is to be expected that t he two groups of compounds are not isostructural. X-ray diffraction shows this to be true and indicates that 3SrO· B20 3, 3CaO· B20 3, and 3BaO· B20 3 might also form an isostructural group. However, even though t he details of the structure are unknown, it can be co ncluded from the infrared spectra that all these compounds contain isolated planar B03-3 ion s. In order for t he splitting of 11 3 and V4 to occur, the ions must either be nontrigonal or be located in a crystal fwld of low symmetry.
The assignments given here differ considerably from those of Hart and Smallwood [18] who considered the weak sharp bands near 900 cm-l to correspond to V2 and the strong band near 700 cm-l to be V4. In view of the effects of isotopic substitution observed here, these assignments cannot be correct. The error appears to be due to the fact that V4 is lo cated outside the spectral range available to Hart and Smallwood [18] . In view of these discrepancies the force constants were recalculated assuming valence forces [19] and the results are tabulated in table 4. The constants shown were calculated using the data of table 2 for compounds containing the Bll isotope. The splitting of V3 and V4 requires at least 2 values for the planar bending constant, Ko/l2, and in this calculation the higher frequency values of V3 and V 4 were considered to represe n t a corresponding set and the lower frequency values the second se t. The value of III for 3CdO·B20 3 was taken from table 1 and the value for 3BaO·B20 3 which was not observed was assumed to be equal to the value observed in 3SrO·B20 3. As this assumption may be incorrect, data depending on the value are enclosed in parentheses in table 4 . The values for the force constants 471 differ from these given by Hart and Smallwo od [18] and are in reasonable good agreement with previous calculations based on the calcite fLnd aragonite forms of the rare eftI'th borates [57] . The spectrum of 3BeO·B20 3 appears to be different from t he spectr a of t he other divalent orthoborates, showing a large number of bands in the 600 cm-l to 850 cm-1 l'<tnge. The differences, however, may be more apparent th an r eal because the spectrum is probably co mplicated by bands arising from Be-O vibrational modes. BeO itself exhibits broad absorption bands near 960 cm-t, 880 cm-I , and 750 cm-1 and the bands in beryllium bomte appear to be superimposed on these bands which may arise from excess BeO or from Be-O vibrfLtional modes in the borate itself.
b. Trivalent Metal Orthoborates
This series of orthoborates is of particular interest because of the formation of calcite-, aragonite-, and vaterite-type structures in the borates [31 ] . Earlier infrared studies demonstrated the similarity of the absorption spectra of the calcite and aragonite type structures [57] but showed no correlation in the spectra of the carbonate and borate vaterites. Later Levin, Roth, and Martin [31] found that the boratetype vaterites all exhibit a transition at elevated temperatures forming a nonquenchable high-temperature phase whose x-ray powder diffraction pattern is more nearly like that of the c~Lrbonate vaterite than the diffraction pattern of the room temperature phase. Al though it is not possible, at present, to obtain the absorption spectrum of the high temperature phase, it seems probable that it will resemble the spectrum of the carbonate vaterite which can be interpreted on the basis of trigonal C03-2 ions. The previous data on the borate vaterites could not be interpreted readily in this manner and t he problem was unresolved. J soto pic substitu tion data and comparison with the spectra of other borates permits some conclusions to be drawn at this time.
Considering first t he results for calcite and aragonite-type structures, absorption data are compiled in table 5 for SC203·B20 3 and In203·B203 which form calcite-type structures and for La203·B203 which forms the aragonite type structure. The spectra of scandium and indium borates show the spectra associated with the calcite-type structure with VI inactive and V4 degenerate and unsplit. I sotopic shifts found with the indium borate confirm the assignments. In the spectra shown in figure 2 the 765 cm-l band observed in In20 3·B20 3 with a normal isotope distribution can be identified with the V2 band of the BlO compound by means of the data of table 5 . The three bands below 600 cm-l listed in table 5 did not appear in all preparations and were found to be present in In20 3. They presumably arise from excess In20 3. The assignments and isotopic shifts in La20·B20 3 confirm the behavior expected for the aragonite type structure . The symmetric stretch, VI, is active and unaffected by the boron isotope, V4, is split and affected slightly by the boron mass, and V3 is apparently split and strongly dep endent on boron mass . Strong bands at 1350 cm-1 and 1310 cm-l were taken to represent the high frequency components of V3 for the BID and B ll compounds. Alternate assignments as combinations of Vz and V4 will not satisfy the isotopic dep endence observed. In La20 3·B203 with the nmmal isotopic distribution a b and is observed near 790 cm-l (see fig. 2 ). This band is not found in the isotopieally pure compounds and probably arises from coupling effects as noted by D ecius [11 ] . This band was previously found in both neodymium and lanthanum borate and consid er ed to b e part of Vz. The absence of the band in the isotopically "pure" compounds shows this is not correct. The results obtained here agree well with previous data reported by Steele and Decius [52] .
In figure 2 the infrared spectra of the four different crystal structures are compared . The close similarities in the spectra are evident. . It will be noted that the behavior of V4 in the different structures serves as a distinguishing feature. This band is split in 3CdO ·B20 3 with the higher frequency the stronger , it is split in 3CaO·Bz0 3 with the separation small and the lower frequeney the stronger , it is split in La20 3·B20 3 with both components of about equal intensity but separated about 30 em-I, and it is unsplit in In20 3·B20 3' In the first tln'ee compounds th e position of V4 is about the same bu t in the In20 3·B20 3 it has shifted to much higher frequency, an indication of much tighter packing.
Absorption sp ectra of the rare ear th borates having the vaterite type strueture were studied only for the holmium, erbium , thulium, ytterbium , and lutecium compounds. Speetra for the holmium, thulium, and ytterbium borates were obtained with the normal isotopic distribution, for luteeium borate in th e isotopically enriched compounds only, and for erbium borate in bo th the normal and enriched forms. T ypical spectra are shown in figure 3 for the normal isotopic distribution and in figure 4 for th e isotopieally " pure" borates of erbium and lu tecium. The observed b ands are tabulated in table 6 . 3 . Absorption spectm of m re earth vaterite-type bomtes .
'" In fig ure 3 i L will be n oted th at the foul' s trong bands betwee n 800em-1 and 1100 CI11 -1 co nfirm the previou s obsen ' fttions wherc only thr ee of these ba nds co uld b e detected wi t h ass urance in all t il e borates [57] . When isotope s ubs titu tion is employed it is clear t hn,t aL leas t six ba nds cun b e r esol ved in this r egion. In figure 4 i L will b e Il oted tlmt 1111lIOSt without excep tion cach ba nd shifts to Itigher frequency ftS t he cation n mss increases fr om 167 in Er to 175 in Lu. Thc same tendency is apparent in fi gure 3 wher e th e bands are not as wcll r esoh ed. This shif t h as been attribu ted to in creased a ni on repulsion produ ced by con tr ftction of the uni t cell dimension s. Thc b a nds between 800 cm-1 and 1100 cm-1 show marked shifts wi th c1utn gc in 111<"1SS of the boron . J.t is m ost likely t hat th ese b a nd s are fund am en tals for the followin g r easons : first, they are all qui te strong, second, the dep endence on m ass is much grel1Ler tha n Lo be exp ected for over to nes of low frequency m odes, Iwd third , Lh erc do not appear to bc a ny r eason ably co ns tant differ ences b etween these bf1l1d s. It m ay b e concluded t her efor e thftt m ost of the six str ong b and s ar e fund amentals and correspoud to a str etching type vibration . The weak bands in the 1300 cm -I r egion may be combination m odes or arise from con tamination with the 3 : 1 borates whose spectra will b e described later.
To interpret these spe'Ctra it is necessary to apply certain r esults which will b e demonstrated later. First, every borate which is known to contain trigonftl b orate group s alone or in complex polymeric anion s in variably exhibits strong absorp tion in the region of 1200 cm -I or high er . The isotopic mass dep enden ce of these bands shows tha t they may b e consid ered to b e derived from. or due to t he a ntisymmetric stretch of plan ar B03 groups. Second , there is always at least one band attribu table to the out-oE-pla ne bending m od e of the trigo nal group occ urring in the 650 em-I to 750 cm -1 r egion whi ch can be identified by its stro ng isotopi c shift. The bands in the 700 cm -I region for LU20 3·B20 3 and Er203' B20 3 do n ot exhibit an iso topic shift sufficiently large for the trigonal lI2 banel. Third the spectrum of zinc borate whi ch is known to contain only tetr ahed rally coo rdin ated boron shows s trong broad fund a mentals ill Lhe 900 cm-1 to 1100 cm-I r egion a nd 1 1 b lllld n eitr 717 cm-I wi th a smaJl isotopic shif t. From these considem tiol1 s it is necessa ry to co nclude tha t t he sp ectr a of the r are ear Lh borates of Lile va teri tc typ e ar e con sis tent with th e prese nce of only four-fold coordin ated bor on in th e s t ructure. The longer B-O b onds in Lhc te trahedra would accoun t for t he shif t of the s trong stretchin g b and s to fr equencies b elow 1100 cm -J • Furthermore, the numb er of fund am en tals obser ved a nd their isotopic dep endence Cl1l1no t be r econ ciled with th e behavior to be exp ected fr om isolated tetrahedra. These facts lead to L Ite co nclu sion th at t he a nion in th ese b orates is a complex polym eri c s tructure co ntaining only B04 te trahedra. It is s uggested t hat a six-memb er ed rin g con taining al ternate B-O bond s wi th each boron conn ected to 2 off-ring oxygen a toms is n ot inconsisten t wi t h th e empiri cal form ula or the spectrum .
.2 . Metaborates a. Alkali Metaborates
Of the alkali metaborates only the liLhium, sodium, and potassium compounds were studied. The sp ectra of N a 20·B 20 3 and K zO·B 20 3 are very poor and are characterized by few r esolvable ba nds. Ty pical spectra are shown in figure 5 and the data are given in The small discrepancy noted between calculated and observed values for the overtone is not considered significant in view of the breadth of the bands. The bands at 372 cm-I in NaBO z and 379 · cm-1 in KBO z are obviously similar but their assignments are not apparent from the data of Goubeau and Hummel [14] except possibly as combinations or overtones of lower frequency modes. Positions of higher frequency bands listed for NaBO z are so inexact that they have little signifi·cance. 1157vsb   973m  882mh  810vw  775ws h  722sb  685mbsh  626mb  522sb  420mb  406msh   1482sb  1385sb  1358sb  1298w sh  1I66s b  1073wb  986sb  915sb  865wsh  778wh  722mb  715mb   545mb  510mb  420mb  410mb   1435s  1345sb  1316s b  11 60sb  1123sb  1072wb  967sb  895s  877s   77iwb  715sb  677wsh  620mb  538mb  510mb  420mb  410mb As can be seen from table 7 the spectrum of LiBO z is completely different from those of the other alkali borates. In the 1000 cm-I to 1400 cm-I region there is overlapping and loss of resolution in the compound with the normal isotopic distribution but in the isotopically enriched specimens the resolution improves and the region is found to contain many bands. From the x-ray powder diffraction pattern, it appears that the LiB0 2 studied here is the a-form and contains anions consisting of chains of B03 groups sharing corners [21] . The spectrum should resemble that for Ca(B02) z to be discussed later. There are, in fact , many similarities in the spectra of these two compounds, but there are many more absorption .bands present in LiBO z particularly at the lower fre- 9.uen 
and overtones would be expected to produce a more complex absorption spectrum in LiB0 2 than in Ca(B02h It is also of interest to note that strong bands extend to as high as 1400 cm-I in LiB0 2• These bands appear to be fundamentals because of their strengths and the fact that their isotopic dependence is inconsistent with overtones and combinations of lower frequency bands. The presence of fundamentals in this range supports the supposition that some of the B-O bonds are much stronger than those found in the B0 3 trigonal ion.
b. Alkaline Earth Metabofates
Typical spectra for the alkaline earth metaborates are shown in figures 6 and 7 and the data for normal isotope distributions are given in table 8 and for isotopically enriched compounds in table 9 . The structure of the anion of CaO·B20 3 is known to consist of endless chains of triangles [36, 58, 59 ] which may be considered as coupled pyroborate groups. Consequently, the spectrum should resemble that of a pyroborate and the relationship of the bands
Absorption s pectra of alkalin e eal'th metabomtes . observed 12) It IS apparent that the spectra show a close relationship. As in the pyroborate, the group of bands between 1100 cm-l and 1450 cm-I are stron g, broad, and very strongly dependent on isotopic mass. These bands are therefore derived from V3 of the trigonal group. The 1012 cm-l corresopnds to the symmetric stretch derived from VI because it is isotope independent, and the bands below 800 cm-I are derived from the distortion modes Vz and V4.
The close similarity between the spectra of CaO·B20 3 and SrO·B20 a is fi;p~arent in figure 6 . This similarity led to the predlCtlOn that these compounds were probably isostructural. The prediction was verified by x-ray powder diffraction and it may be concluded that the strontium metaborate also contains anions consisting of chains of B03 groups. The spectra of CaO·BZ0 3 and SrO·BzOa are Yery simple in view of the large number of active normal modes. Apart from the fact that so me bands appear to overlap it seems that many bands must either be very weak or coincide in frequency with other bands to produce a spectrum of such . apparent simplicity. Marezio, Plettinger, and Zachariasen [36] recently refined the structure of CaO·BzOa and showed that the unique oxygen atom attached to each boron atom in the chain is more tightly bonded than the oxygen atoms of the normal trigonal BOa group. This tighter bond can be used to account for the existence of fundamentals of much higher frequency than are normally found in isolated trigonal groups. The spectl'llm of MgO·B 20 3 as shown in figure 6 is qUlte complex and not analogous to tbe calcium and strontium compounds. As noted earlier it is believed that the spectrum is representative ~f the compound and i~ not complicated by the prese nce of other magneslUm borates. It appears plausible that because of the tighter packing produced by the small Mg+2 ion, the chains present in CaO·B20 3 and ~l'O:B 203 might be i!1 such close proximity: that cross lllllclllg by means o( the umq ue atoms mIght occur. Cross linking would produce some tetrahedral boron atoms and give rise to strong absorption in the 800 cm-1 to 1000 cm-I r egion as shown in figure 6 . Some indirect support for this hypothesis may be dr~wn fl:om the fact that a strongly cross-linked matenal mIght be expected to decompose at elevated temperatures, a behavior exhibited by MgO·B 20 3 which decomposes into B20 a and the 2 : 1 compound. However, some strongly bonded oxygen atoms must be present in the structure as shown by strong absorption bands as high as 1480 cm-I .
Barium metaborate undergoes a tm ll sition formin g a quenchable high temperature phase a,lld both form s were studied . From the spectra show n ill fi.gure 7 it may ~e con:lud ed t hat the an ion has high symmetry and IS unlIke the chain anions of SrO·BZ0 3 and CaO·BZ0 3. Both the low and high temperature forms give similar spectra with some evidence of lowering of the symmetry in the low temperature form as shown by the splitting of th e 956 cm-I band into two components at 962 em-I fL lld 950 cm -I . The isotopic substitution data of table 9 strengthen the indication that bands in the hi gh temperature form split into two components in the low temperature form. Altho ugh the structure of the anion is not known in this co mpound it may be suggested on the basis of the spectrum alone that B30 6 rings of the boroxol type may constitute the anion in the high temperature form and that the rings are coupled in some manner in the low temperature form. Single crystal x-ray work, now under way, is expected to confirm or refute the correctness of this suggestion in th e n ear future. The x-ray powder diffraction pattern of the high temperature form indexes readily in t he hexagonal system with the lattice p ammeters, a = 7.23 X 10-8 cm, c= 39. 17 X 1O -8 cm [7] .
c. Zinc Metaborate
Zinc m etaborate, the 4:3 compound, has the structural formula Zn 40(B0 2) B and represents one of the few anhydrous borates known to contain only tetrahedrally coordinated boron which have been studied in this investigation. T y pical spectr a for the compound are shown in figme 8 and the corresponding absorption frequencies are tabulated in table 10 . The spectra appear to agree well with spectra given by Krogh-NIoe [24] . From the structural analysis [50, 51] the B-O bond distance is known to be 1.48 A and the maximum frequencies obser ved should be lower than those of any trigonal borate group which has B-O bonds of the order of 1.35 A. From these considerations it appears likely that the 1082 cm-1 band is the highest fund amental and that the weaker bands observed at 1160 cm -1 and 1200 cm -I are oyer tones or combinations. As noted earlier (see 4.2) the spectrum may be assigned completely in this frequency range by considering the bonded tetrahedra to be effective XYZ 3-ty pe molecules. The assignments given in table 10 were made on this basis using the terminology of H ertz berg [19] . Although the specific assigrunents are subject to some uncertainty, they show that the three highest frequency bands, i.e., weak broad bands above 1100 cm -I can be interpre ted as combinations of the observed fundamentals and an unobserved VB lo cated near 230 cm-I . The internal co nsistency of the assignments is indicated by the fact that application of the Teller-Redlich product rule [19] 
vo CE )
1 Assignments on bas is of effective C Sv symmetr y ror BO" groups.
Regardless of the details of the assignm en t there is evidence for concluding that no fundamentals occur above 1100 cm-I in the Bl1 compound, a conclu sion which is in accord wi th the weak B-O bond obtained from the x-ray structure analysis. From this r es ult and additional sp ectra to be discussed later , it is concluded that when tetrah edrally coordinated boron is present strong fundam entals deri ved from V3 of the tetrahedral ion should occur in t he 800 cm-1 to 1100 cm -1 region. In these studie compounds containing ~hree-fold coordinated boron always show stron g fundamentals aboye 1100 cm-I which can b e considered as cleri ved from the V3 of the trigonal ion . For purposes of determining coordination the region between 800 cm-1 and 1400 cm-I is consider ed to b e important. It may also be noted that the zinc metaborate shows a band in the 700 cm -I region. This band might be misinterpreted as corresponding to the out-of-plane mode, V2 of it trigonal B03 group which falls in the same frequ ency region. However , isotopic substitution distinguishes these bands because the shift observed in the zin c metaborate is much smaller than the corresponding shift in the trigonal ions.
The rare earth vaterite-type borates (sec. 6.1.b) have spectra showing similarities with the spectrum of zinc metaborate both with respect to band position and with respect to isotope shift. The corresponding bands are 1042 cm-I , 920 cm-I, and 718 cm -I in LU203·B21103 and 1071 cm-I , 922 cm-I and 716 cm-1 in Zn 40 (Bl102) 6 ' These similarities were considered in the previous conclusions concernin g the presence of tetrahedrally coordinated boron in the vateri te s tru c t ures.
d. Rare Earth MEtaborates
The first few members of the rare earth series 1'orm borates having a nominal ratio of metal oxide to boric oxide of 1:3. The composition is known for hU1-thanum borate [33] but it is less certain for the other borates and the system is presently being studied by Levin and McDaniel [35] . Although the composition is uncertain all the borates will be considered to have the 1: 3 ratio at this time. Assuming a 1:3 ratio, the empirical formula can be written M(B02)3 and the compo unds can be considered to be metaborates.
Typical ftbsorption spectra are shown in fig ure 9 and the observed absorption bands are compiled in table 11 . From figure 9 i t will be observed that there are large numbers of bands throughou t the frequency range extending as hig h as 1450 crn-I . Further it can be observed th<tt there is ,t verv marked correspondence between the spectra, so that it is reasonably certain th<tt t he anions are the same or are very closely related in ,tU compou llds. The strong broad bands between 1100 cm-I <l ,nd 1500 cm-I ,wd their large shif t with isotopic substitution is indicative of trigonal bor<l,te gro ups, Similarly tlle strong bands between 800 cm-I ,t nd 1100 cm-I and their strong isotopic dep enden ce is indicative of tetrahedral boron, The b<tl1ds at 725 cm-I and 662 cm-I in La20 33B2"03 Itlld their observed shifts may also be taken to indic,tte t he presence of 4-Jold and'3-fold coordin ated boron, r espectively. As shown later, these spectra luwe many similarities wit h t hese of the penta borates.
TAb LE 11. 1 nJ1'ared abs01'ption spectra oj mre earth metab01'ates I (e m -I) 
Pyroborates
The divcLlent metals form compounds with It 2: 1 ratio of oxides which haye empirical formulas X 2B2 0 S and can be cl,tssed :LS pyJ'obOl'at~es. T ypical spectra ,we shown in flgure 10 a nd the absorption bands are tabuhtted in table 12 . From the figure it is observed that the spectr a ilr e quite similar and fU'e of intermediate complexit~-. The lead pyroborate, however, as shown by the tabuhr dat/t is somewhat different. Considering first the isotopic substitution data on 2CaO·B20 3, the two modes derived from 1'2 of the trigonal ion are pl'ob,tbly represented by the 723 cm-1 and 713 cm-1 bands tabulated for the Bll compound. The 713 cm-1 band is not shown in figure 10 but is frequently resolved ilS a shoulder on the 723 cm-1 band. The overlap of the two modes is believed to produce the rather broad intense band abo\T e 700 cm -1 in all spectra of figure 10 . The bands at 670 cm-1 and 618 cm-1 are identified by their relati ve independence of iso tope mass as two of the modes derived from 1'4. The other two components of 1'4 are not apparent. They may be too weilk to be observed , may coincide in frequency with the obseryed bands, or may o\'erlap the b,md at 723 cm-1 which is apparently complex. The 474 cm-1 mode is probably an ionic distortion mode and may be tentatively assigned as the coupled bending mode. Two twisting modes probably are beyond the frequency range used. The symmetric stretch can be identified with the isotope independent frequ ency at 1012 cm-I . The other mode derived from VI is not apparent and may co rrespo nd to th e 803 cm-1 banel. This band, however , m,ty illso origi nate from combirmtions or overtones from :t l ow frequency mode. The four modes eleriyecl from V3 of the trigonal ion ftre located between 11 50 cm--1 and 1400 cm-I • There are at least six btwds observed in this region for 2CaO·B2 11 0 3 and at least t wo of these--1l77 cm-l and 1450 cm-I--may be combinations or overtones. Therefore, with reasonable assurance the bands of table 12 can be assigned to the B20 ion in terms of the corresponding vibrations of the parent Bo 3 -a group. It is of interest to note' , :that although the symmetric type stretching frequency in t he pyroborates is essentially the same in the orthoborates, modes derived from /13 of the trigonal ion extend to much higher frequencies. The higher frequencies are not unexpected in this case because all B --O bonds are not equivalent in the pyroborates [6] and a greater partial double bond character may be attributed to some bonds. From the data of table 12 it can be observed that the lead PYl'oborate exhibits a spectrum similar to the other pyroborates but containing more bands, particularly several stron g bands in 800 cm -l to 28 1100 cm-1 region. There are also other bands at lower frequencies not found in the other pyroborates. Therefore, the anion in t his compound probably does not consist of two coupled trigonal groups. The bands in the 800 cm-I to 1100 cm-1 region may be taken to indicate that tetrahedral boron is presen t and the low frequency bands are indicative of a large complex anion.
Triborates
Alkali borates formed with the 1:3 ratio of oxides have the empirical formula XB30 5 . For purposes of this discussion they are classed as triborates. No structural data appear to be available on the compounds studied except Cs20'3B20 3 [29] . The anion is quite complex and is composed of six-membered rings each containing 2 triangular and one tetrahedral boron. with the tetrahedral boron atoms being shared by two rings. Typical spectra are gi \'en in figure 11 for the isotopically substituted lithium compounds with the obselTed data bein g tabulated in table 13 . From figure 11 it can be observed that the spectra are complex and indicative of a low symmetry and a large anion. The spectra are consistent with the presence of both trigonal and tetrahedral boron. The persistence of absorption bands which appear to be fund amentals to high frequencies is indicati \'e that at least some of the B-O bonds haye partial double bond character. The spectra and the shifts obsenred are not inconsistent with the six membered ring found in Cs20'3B20 a although the spectra are too complex to warrant any specific conclusions on this point without further information on the origin of the various bands. 
Tetraborates (XnB40 7)
Both monOl'alent (alkali) and dinden t metals J'orJll borates in a ]: 2 ratio oJ' oxides which h al' e em pirical formulas X ZB 40 , and YB40 " resp ectil·ely. Th ese compounds are classified as tetraborates. system or low symmetry. Th e spectrH shown in fi gure 12 and the data of table 14 show that t he results ar e in accord with t he predictions. Th e strong band s and t he isotopic shif ts in Li20·2B20 3 ill the 800 cm -1 to 1100 cm-1 region ar e inclicati \'e of tetr ahedr all y coordin ated b o],on and the similar b ands in t he 1] 00 cm-1 to 1400 cm -1 region are indicative of 3-fold coordin ation. Similarly t he 773 cm -1 and 676 cm-J b ands of t he B ll compound are tak:en as indicatiye of t he presence of the two types of b01'on. Th ese co nclusion s h a l' e been yerified by t he KJVIR data of Rin g and Bray [43] . Th e absorption ~lt hi gh er frequenci es is str ong and broad a nd is not tabulated I'm th e compounds with the normal isotopic distribution. These b ands, h oweyer, are resol ved in t he t wo isotopically substituted lit hium tetr aborates. Th ere is a very close correlation between t be sp ectra or t he sodium and potassium tetraborates and t he anions in t hese compound s are apparently identical but it is not clear from t he spectr a t hat t be anion in Li20·B20 3 is similar. Tn th e case o[ t be sodium and potassium co mpounds t he correlation is so close t h at it is suspected t hat t hey 11m}' be isostl'uctul'al. The data obtain ed on N a20·2B20 3 appeal' to agree reasonably well with the spectrum given by Krogh-Moe [25].
It may be noted t hat some of th e apparent discrepancies between t he data for the lithium tetraborate and t he sodium and potassium tetraborates may arise from t he t ighter packing which presumably occurs with t he small lithium ion. The divalent metal tetraborates fall into two distinct groups with respect to their infrared spectra. Typical spectra for one type are shown in figure 13 and t he data for fLll the compounds studied are compiled in table 15 . From the tabulated Itbsorption dfLta it is clear thfLt strong fLbsorption occurs at much high er frequencies in the spectra of the calcium, barium, and zinc compounds than in those of strontium and lead. The presence or both 3-fold fLnd 4-fold coordi rhtted boron is indicated in the former compounds with a IfLrge anion of low symmetry. The structure reported for BaO·2B20 3 fulfills these requirements [7 ] . Although the tabular d l lta indicate thfLt the spectra of CaO·2B20 3, and ZnO·2B20 3 are very similar , this does not appear to be true. Comparison of the actual spectm shows marked differences in positions and relative intensities of many bands. On the basis of these 13 . Absorption spectra of divalent metal tetraborates.
data it seems improbable that the anions in these compounds are identical.
From figure 13 , however, it can be seen that the spectra of SrO·2B20 3 and PbO·2B20 3 are so similar that a structural relationship is indicated. X-ray powder diffraction patterns show that these two compounds are isostructural [7] . The spectra may be interpreted in the usual manner to indicate tetrahedrally coordinated boron. There appeal' to be bands in the region above 1100 cm-1 which would ordinarily be taken as indicative of the presence of boron in 3-fold coordination. However, bands in this region are not intense, being much weaker than expected for fundamentals presumed to be related to the V3 mode of triangular units. Therefore, it seems probable that these bands n1.fty represent overtones or combinations of some of the lower frequency modes . Although there is some evidence for th e presence of boron in 3-fold coordination in the isotopic shifts observed for some bands in the 700 cm-1 region, the evidence cannot be considered unequivocal in the presence of such a complex spectrum. It is clear that the anions in these compounds are probably identical and complex. On t he basis of the infrftred spectrum it is concluded that the anions consist of tetrahedrally coordinated boron atoms with the presence of any boron in 3-fold coordination being doubtful. These conclusions are substantiated by the rather high density reported for SrO·2B20 3 [7] .
Note added in proof : ' Work on the crystal structure of SrO·2B20 3 and PbO·2B, 0 3 has been completed by S. Block a nd A. P erloff. The structure, reported at the Annual M eeting of the American Crystallo graphic Association in Bozeman, :Mont., July 1964, is found to contain only tetrahedral boron atoms. This res ul t confirms t he conclus ions drawn from spectroscopic evidence a lone. A paper on t he struc ture is in preparat ion. 6 . 6 . Pentaborates (XBS0 8) Some alkalies form compounds having a 1: 5 ratio of the oxides and an empirical formula XBS0 8 which are classified here as pentaborates. From the known structures [27] it is expected that the spectra should be complex and show eYidence for both trigonal and tetrahedral boron. The spectra shown in figure 14 and the tabulated data of table 16 yerify this prediction. In figure 14 it can be noted that the T ABLE 15 close similftrity b etween t he spectra of t he rubidium and potassiulU compounds is indicative of t heir isostructural relationship [27] . Tlte positions and isotopic shifts shown for t he potassiulU pen taborate in table 16 ftre indicftti \O e of both 3-fold lwd 4-£old coordinated boron ato ms. In t he isotopically substituted compounds t her e ftppeft[" to be several se ts of " doublets" co nsistin g of bands of equal strength, with a small sepl1,rfttion , and similar isotopic shifts .
Apparently o\O erlappin g of bands from BIO and Bll compounds o bscure t hese doublets in t he spectrum 48 
3'12w of t he normal compound. In view of t he fact t hat t he anion is formed by coupling two six-member ed ring by means of a tetra hedral boron atom common to both rings, t he doublets mfty arise from similftr coupled vibrations of the rings. Th e spectrum of LizO·5Bz0 3 is very similftr to t hose of t he oth er two bor ates and it would not be surprisin g if t he anion structure in ft11 three pentaborates studied was identical. .- 765s  780s  79 1s  780s  780sh  725ms!1  715s  732s  7ll ls  711s  7 11s -- 700sb  688s  702s  684 s  689sb  665ssh  674 s  692msh  onssl,  670msh 640ws l1 660 m s h 635ms l1 639m 636m -5085  503s  509s  5 13m  50 1s  504s  500s  500s  408w  483s  489s  483s  484s  455w  449 01  452w  449w  447m   420w  42 t w  422w  42 1w  418w  411 w  412w  412w The anions of the potassium and rubidium compounds may be considered as coupled modified boroxol rings. The presence of the tetrahedral boron should tend to decrease the strength of some of the B-O bonds in the ring and the coupling should tend to increase the effective mass of the coupling boron atom. Both effects would tend to decrease some observed frequencies below the corresponding modes of the boroxol ring. Furthermore from the lack of symmetry all modes of the modified boroxol ring should be active in this instance. Comparison of these spectra with those of the alkali metaborates is not too informative because of the poor spectra of the metaborates and their low infrared activity arising from symmetry. The only mode common to both compounds appears to be represented by the strong band identified as 1'10 [14] in the alkali metaborates. This band occurs at 723 cm-1 in N aB02 at 712 cm-I in KBOz, 711 cm-I in Rb20·5Bz0 3, and 714 cm-I in K20·5B~J03 . The position, character, and isotopic shift noted in the KB02 and K zO·5B20 3 compounds are so similar that this band can be assigned tentatively as corresponding to 1' 10 (E').
Comparing the present data with these of Goubeau and Keller; the following tentative assignments may be made in t he pentaborates: for It is also expected that 1'9 (E') may fall in the regions given for 1'1 contributing to the strength and broadness of these bands. The bands at 484 cm -I and 483 em -I in the pen taborates probably correspond to 1' 7 (A~' ) which are strongly active in these compounds because of low symmetry. With this assignment it seems probable that the bands at 963 cm-I and 961 em-I are the first overtones of 1 '7' Although these assignments can only be taken as possibilities the relative insensitivity of these band positions to the substituents as demonstrated by Goubeau and Keller [15] lends some support to tbe proposed assignment.
Octoborates (XnBSO I3)
The alkali metals together with barium of the alkaline earth metals form borates with a 1: 4 ratio of the oxides. The empirical formula of the anion is BSO;-3 2 , classified here as an octaborate. Typical spectra of these compounds are given in figure 15 and the data 0 btained are com piled in table 17 . As expected and as shown in figure 15 a spectrum extremely rich with bands is obtained. All compounds show bands in positions taken to be characteristic of both 3-fold and 4-fold coordination of boron, and the isotopic shifts observed with lithium octaborate strengthens this conclusion. From. the spectral data alone it seems very unlikely that the same anion is present in any of these compounds. Lithium octaborate in particular shows a large number of absorption bands but these may be due In this section data are pres en ted for those borates which cannot be readily classified in t he prev ious categories. These will represent in most in stl-Lnces individu al borates of odd com positio ns or groups of b orates whose classification as to anion typc is obviously of no value.
a . Rare Earth 3: 1 Borates
Levin and McD aniel [35] have observed t hat t he Tare ear ths form borates h avin g a nominal oxide Tatio of 3: 1. Ther e is doub t at t his tim e that the r atio remains constan t t hroughou t the series of rar e ear th borates but ther e is no q uestion t hat t he compound s ar e formed . In asmu ch as the rare ear th oxides produce no appreciable absorp tion in the fr equency range used here, satisfactory sp ectra of th e desired borates will b e obtained if the qua ntity of oxide is in excess of the amoun t requir ed for co mp ound for mation. If, as now itppears likely , th e compo un ds itre of t he 3:1 r atios or less, matcri als form ed by a 3: 1 oxide ratio should produce s pecLra o f th e borate only. F rom powder x-ray diffraction data on th e com pounds it is fo und th at t he 3:1 comp ounds of h, n t ha nu m, pr aseodymium, and neodymium are m ost probably isostrucLural. F rom samarium to ytterbium , h owever , a new struct ure 01 p erhaps new stru cturcs (a nd probably different compositions) appear to form. This behavior is obser ved in typical spectra shown in fig ures 16 and 17 and the data tabulated in table 18 . It is noted in figure 16 that t he spectrum is ch ar acteristic of t rigo nal B03 groups with b ands derived from the 4 m odes of t he trigo nal ion apparent. T he isotopic substit ution effects shown for t he lanthanum comp ound in fig ur e 16 show t hat t he b and s in the 1200 cm-1 r egion ar e analogo us to V3, th e 93 7 cm-1 b and to VI , t he 700 cm-I r egion b itnds to V2 and the 600 cm-I r egion ba nds Lo Jl4 of the trigonal ion . However , at least 3 bands appear i n each of the Jl3, Vz , a nd Jl4 r egions a nd t he spectra are not typical of isolated trigo nal ions. They are also n ot typical of either t he pyro borate ion , t he boroxol ring, or chains of triang ular groups. It appears that th e spectra of t he first few members of t he 3: 1 r ar e ear t h borates ar e indicative of a n ew type of anion which is most proba bly a polym er form ed of B03 g roups.
Star ting at 3Eu20 3· B20 3 and continuing to 3Tmz0 3·B20 3 t he m arked cha nge observed in figure 17 occurs in these spectra. Strong ba nd s in t he 800 cm-I to llOO cm-1 range occur which are indicative of bor on wi th 4-fold coordination. Simul taneo usly new absorp tio n bands appear in t he 700 cm-1 to 800 cm-1 r egion which te nd to confirm t he indication. As the increase in atomic weigh t in t he rare eitrth series is accomp anied by a decr ease in ionic r adiu s, i t would be expected th at the packing in the uni t cell increases as the mass of t he cation increases. I n t he anion, h owever , closer packing can be accompli shed by increase in coordination of boron from 3 to 4. Therefore, t he incr ease in coordination indicated by t hese spectra is not surprising, a nd i t wo uld not be surprising if the comp osition of the co mpounds a lso changed . It should be noted, however , ~h at. the~' e is still evidence for boron in 3-fold coordIn atlO n 111 addition to t he 4-fold coordin ation so t hat the anions ar e probably quite complex.
b. Bismuth Borates T he bismuth bor ates form in ratios of ox ides which ar e unlike the other trivalent io ns in m ost instances and t he sp ectra of all t he compounds ar e discussed here. No isotopically pure compounds were prepar ed for t hese co mp ounds. T ypie:al sp ectr a ~r e shown in fig ure 18 and t he absorptlOn fr equencIes ar e tabulated in table 19 . The sp ectr a of figure 18 all ex hibit strong bands to low frequencies as well as n umerous bands which are nearly coincident in the different compounds. It was suspected that these bands might arise, in part from bismuth oxide impurities 01' from Bi-O bond modes. However, the pure oxide itself shows no absorption spectrum in this frequency range. T he spectrum of the 2: 1 compound is surprisingly simple and gives evidence of boron only in 3-fold coordination, The absence of strong bands just above 700 cm-1 (the V 2 region for trigonal ions) and the apparent presence of modes derived from V2 at 685 cm-1 and 680 cm -1 may be taken to indicate that the anion is a complex polymer of trigonal B03 groups. The occurrence of low frequency bands supports this idea. Because of the simplicity of the spectrum it is probable that a highly symmetrical ion is present. The other bis- 598s 550sb mu th borates show evidence of polymeric anions containing both 3-fold and 4-fold coordinated boron. It is apparent from th e many points of similari ty that the anions ar e very closely related in the 3:5, 1: 3, and 1: 4 compounds. Furthermore, the spectrum of the 1:3 bismuth borate is quite similar (but not identical) with the spectra of the 1: 3 rare earth borates, and all the bismuth borate compounds except the 2: 1 compound show spectra with marked resemblances to the spectra the other metal borates that have high proportions of B20 3.
c. Odd Borates
Several borates are formed in systems already discussed in tLpparent odd ratios of m etal oxide to boric oxide. These spectra are gi ven her e, together with those of compounds of doubtful composit ion. Representati ve spectra are not shown but t he observed absorption bands are given in table 20 . No detailed discussion of these spectra will be attempted. The questions concerning the composition of the 5:2 zinc borate have been noted previously (sec. 6 
.2 .c).
The spectrum would be consiste nt wit h boron in 3-fold coordination except for t he strong band at 940 cm-I whi ch may indicate tetra hedral boron. In the 4: 1 lead borate only trigo nal boron is indicated . The 3: 1 copper borate, whose exact composit ion is no t established, gi\~es indications or only 3-lold coordination or boron as would be e.\.pected from the nomin~1,1 formula. The spectrum shows an inLeresting se ries or weak brot1,d ba nds in t he 858 cm-I to 1032 cm-I mnge wllich lll ay be indicative of impurities. In t he 5:2 zinc borate, t he 4:1 lead borate and the 3: 1 copper bOril,te t he spectm 11,11 indicate polymeric a nions co mposed or t rigo nal B03 groups. The 5:4 lead borate spectrum indictl,tes both cOOl'dinations of boro n ftnd t he aluminum borate spectrum is complicated by the possibility or AI-O bond vibrations OCCUlTing in t his s pectral r a nge. The 1:9 cesium borate spectrum shows very strong absorpt ion throughout t he r ange 500 cm-l to ] 500 cm-I wit h n o clearly r esol ved bands. At least a part or the broad absorption may arise from t h e glassy p hase which is known to be present in small amounts. Th e only clearly recognizable reature or t his spectr um consists of a co mplex group or ba nds n ear 460 cm-I . - 
The three b orate~ discussed in this section are kno>yn to co ntain boron only in B0 4 groups and co nSIst .of the 1: 1 r~ompounds of Ta20 5, As20 5 , and P20 S WIth B20 3. I he structures ar e known for all of these co mp ounds which h ave the empirical formulae ABO. wi t h A r epresenting Ta, P , or As. Both PB04 and AsBO. form crystals of space group S~ == C 2 [46] and TaB04, which is isostru ct ural wit h zircon is of sp ace group DIg [58] . The latter co mpound is exp ec~ed to give a sp~ctrum typical of tetra hedrally coordlt1ated boron WIth all norm al m odes active. Coupling wi t h t he modes ari sing from Ta-O bonds is not expected to be impor ta nt beca use of t he relative weakn ess of these bonds and the large nMSS of t he Ta atoms. It was determined experimentally t hat Ta20 5 showed no absorption in t he freq uen cy ranO'e used h ere. The co mp ounds PB04 and AsB0 4 both co ntain two distinct typ es of tetr ahedra one of which is t be B04 unit, t he otlI er eit her PO~ or As0 4 tetra hedm. Th e two Lypes or tet rah ed ra are connected at corners a nd e:teh oxygen is tLterefor e shared by boron and eit her p hosphorous or arsenic. The P -O and As-O bo nds are ex pected to be similar in strength to the B-O bonds and t he infrared spectrum will be exp ected to be representative of tIghtly coupled OSCIllators h ewing at least som e fund amentals nen,rly eq ual in fr equency.
The. spectra o btain ed on th ese co mpounds ar e shown lL1 figure. 19 and t he obseryed absorpt ion bands are tabulated lL1 table 21 . The spectrum or T a 2 0 5' B20 3 show s 3 strong bands at 840 cm-J 579 cm-I and 490 cm -\ which have bee n assig ned 'tentatively as. c~lTeSp o ndlO g to V3, VI , nBd v" respectively. The mISSIng V 2 band may be located near 300 cm-1 and may corr~sp o nd to the apparen t absorp tion band observed III figure 19 . However , the location of V 2 or its presence in the spectrum is no t cer tain because of the low ~n ergy availabl.e near 300 cm~l . The assig nments gIven are plaUSIble and conSIstent with the expected strengths and complexities of the V3 and V4 ~cl, nds: The 3:ssig:nments were no t corrobora ted by ISOtOPIC substItutIOn because of the difficulties involved in preparing the tant.alum borate but it appears very probable that this spectrum should be characteristic of t he isolated b or ate tetrahedral unit .
Although the spectra of PB04 and AsB0 4 are very simple in appear an ce their interpretation is not clear. First it should be noted t h at all ba nds in t hese compounds with one exception (the 858 cm -I band) are very broad and the tabulated data ar e subj ect to considerable uncertainty . In addit ion it is possible t h at variations of index of rerraction of t he p owdered specimens m ay produce artifacts in t he observed spectra-the 858 cm -I b and is suspected in this con nection. It should be no ted that the normal freq uencies of the isolated PO-:;3 ion are given as vl ",, 980 cm-I , v2",,363 cm-I , 1'3",, 1082 cm -\ and v4 ",, 515 cm-l . Co mp aring these values and those for TaB04 in table 21 substitution of As for P in the structure produces strong shifts of all bands plus the fact that isotopic substitution of boron in a given compound results in shifts which appear to be in unexpected directions forces the conclusion that in a system of such tightly coupled oscillators, individual group frequencies cannot be recognized readily. From the studies described some generalizations on the character of the borate anion can be made on the basis of the observed spectrum. Under normal conditions the spectrum will be complicated by the presence of B10 and Bll isotopes in their natural abundance and recognition of the weaker, higher frequency bands arising from the BIO isotope is essential for purposes of identification.
As regards the problem of cool'dinfttion of the boron, it can be concluded that the group frequency correlatiol1S mfty have certain validity in the spectra of the borates, regardless of the exact structure of the anion. Characteristic bands may shift by as much as 100 cm -I or more depending on the stru cture so that conclusions must be made with caution paI·ticu-lady when very complex anions are involved, With these reservations in mind, it can be concluded that boron in 3-fold coordination is characterized by the presence of strong, broad absorption in the region llOO cm-I to 1300 cm-I . This band (or more generally bands) is one of the strongest and most prominent features of the spectrum. In addition there is always absorption in the 700 cm-1 to 780 cm-1 region (derived from 1'2 of the trigonal ion) which is strong, usu ally sharp, and Jrequ en tly (b u t by no means always) consists of a single band. Both of these characteristic bands ftre strongly dependen t on isotope mass ftnd isotopic substitution can be used to differentiate the desired bands from others which occur in the same frequency region, Boron in 4-fold coordination can be determined with much less certainty, particularly when boron in 3-fold coordination is also present. Based on the present (and previous work) it may be concluded t hat the most characteristic feature is the presence of strong, broad absorption in the 800 cm-1 to llOO cm-I region, This band (or bands) is very strong and broad and its position is strongly sensitive to isotope mass, Absorption in the 600 cm-1 to 800 cm -1 region can be distinguished from the absorption of boron in 3-fold coordination by the fact that it is relatively inse nsitive to isotopic mass, Caution must be exercised in this case to recognize overtones and combination bands which may be found in the region above llOO cm-1 ftnd be mistaken for fundamentals of trigonal borate groups, Overtones and combinations may be strongly dependent on isotope mass but may be differentiated from the fundamentals by their relati\' e weakness compared to the fundamental bands. It appears to be characteristic of tetrahedral borates thftt reasonably strong absorption bands are found at much lower frequencies than in the trigonal borates (for example a band is generally observed near 470 cm-I which may be derived from V4) bu t this observation is of li t tIe diagnos tic value. Complex borate anions give rise to a large number of low frequency modes so that the tetrfthedral boron bands, if present, cannot be identified with assurance.
The identity of individual anions can be determined with aSSUl'ance in a limited number of cases only. The best identifi cation can be made in the case of the planar B03 group . This spectrum is defined by the strong absorption above llOO cm-1 which may be split into two bands, a strong band in the 700 cm-I to 800 cm-1 region, and one or two weaker bands below 700 cm-I . A weak sharp band near 1000 cm-I may appear (see figs. 1 and 2) .
The pyroborate ion can probably be recognized from its spectrwll. In this case the diagnostic region appears to be the 600 cm-1 to 800 cm-I region which exhibits three strong bands (see fig . 10 ), Additional bands may appear slightly above 800 cm -1 but they are much weaker. A sharp moderately strong b and will also appear near 1000 cm-I , Bands at still higher frequencies will oCCUl' but only the nppeal'ttn ce of the stron g 3-fold coordination b ,tnd s <tbove 1100 cm -1 is of concern.
Compounds with infinite chains of tr iangles yield spectra very similar to those of the pyroboraLes.
In the form er, however , the b ands appear to be broader, more complex in internal structure, <\lld less easily r esolved. The b and n ear 1000 cm-1 is wea,k and may no t be observed. The strong b,wds above llOO cm-1 are also present but broader nnd less readily resolved than in the p)T l'oborates .
Provided the spectrum obtained for TaB04 is ty pical of an isolated tetrahedral B 0 4 group, t lte ch aracteristics appear to be principally in t he strong brond band near 840 cm-1 and the slightly weaker band near 490 em-I. The bands near 579 cm-1 and 300 cm-I are not considered to be di,tgnos tic features because they may be inftcti ve ill m any instances.
Any attempt to identify more complex bomLe anions solely on th e basis of their infrared specLrn, does not appear possibl e at this tim e. Spectra containing large Hum.b ers of bftnds, particularl y in Lhe region below 600 cm-I m ay be taken to b e inclicltti ve of structurall y complex l\nions of low symmetry. Further detail ed in terpretations can b e m ftcle only ns x-ray structural clntn beco me ftva ilable for m or e of the bomtes.
